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Housing White Paper: CPRE Branches and Regions 
engagement 

1 Structure of the engagement with branches and regions 
 
We want to create one unified response representing all elements of CPRE, reflecting ‘One 
CPRE'.  
 
In order to do this, we are hosting a structured engagement process to gather insights and 
local analysis from across all branches and regions, which will be used to build a cohesive 
response coordinated by national office.  
 
There are three stages to this engagement. It opens on Tuesday 21st February and closes 

on Monday 24th April. This allows national office one week to write up a thorough, 

representative submission before the government deadline on 2nd May.  

Stage 1: An online survey (21st Feb – 21st March) 
Stage 2: An event on 29th March (11am-5pm) in London to discuss our input so far 
Stage 3: A second online survey (approx. 30th March – 24th April) 
 

Stage 1: An online survey to gather your feedback on our analysis of the Housing White 
Paper (21st Feb – 21st March) 
 
At the end of this document you will find analysis by national office of the Housing White 
Paper according to the different measures outlined in each of the different chapters. We 
are seeking your feedback on whether you: a) agree with our analysis; b) think we’ve 
missed anything; or c) have anything else to add. The questions in the survey directly 
correlate to this structure, with space for additional comments.  
 
We are asking branches and regions to nominate one person per branch or region to 
represent views across the group and submit feedback on behalf of the branch or region by 
21st March to allow national office a week to collate your responses before the event on 
29th March outlined below. This is to support national office staff to determine areas of 
common focus and analysis to form the basis of discussion. 
 
You can find the survey here 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CPRE_HWP_branches_and_regions  
 
Guidance on how your branch or region can submit can be found later in this document. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CPRE_HWP_branches_and_regions
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Stage 2: An event on 29th March (11am-5pm) in London to your responses from the 
survey and National Office analysis. 
 
****PLEASE SAVE THE DATE**** VENUE IN LONDON (tbc) **** 
 
At this event we will: 
 

 Feedback what branches and regions have already reflected in Stage 1 so that 
information can be shared across the organisation 

 Offer some analysis from national office 

 Hold workshops to discuss specific aspects of the paper 

 Give branches and regions to share work in this area 

 Consider next steps as One CPRE 
 
Each branch or region can send up to two representatives to this event. They should be 
selected on the basis of: 

 

 Being engaged with the Housing White Paper 

 Being able to represent the consensus view of their branch or region at this event 

 Ideally be the nominated contact for the branch on the Housing White paper (see 
the next section) 

 
More details on the event will follow, including how branches and regions can be involved.  
 

Stage 3: A second online survey to gather any further analysis and information 
required (approx. 30th March – 24th April) 
 
We will circulate presentations and a summary of the discussion from the Stage 2 event.  
 
We will then issue a second online survey that will ask for further feedback based on the 
analysis and collated branch and regions feedback so far. The structure and questions 
asked in this will be influenced by the responses gathered so far in the Stage 1 survey and 
the discussions at the Stage 2 event. This will inform the national office ‘One CPRE’ 
consultation response to the paper.  
 
This survey will open on around Monday 30th March and close on Monday 24th April, one 
week before the Housing White Paper consultation itself closes on 2nd May.  
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2 Guidance on branches and regions engaging with this process 
 
General principles 
In order for us to process and reflect the input of all branches and regions we have 

designed a more structured approach than in previous consultations.  

Please:  

 Nominate one person per branch or region to liaise with national office regarding 
the Housing White Paper. All communication about the Housing White Paper and 
this engagement process should go between this nominated person and national 
office.  
 

 Work towards achieving a consensus amongst the branch/region under the guidance 
of the Chair. Discussions on alternate analyses should be made independent of 
national office. 
 

 Meet in person and via email where possible to discuss a shared response.  
 

 Each branch and region submits evidence as a whole to the Stage 1 and Stage 3 
surveys, rather than individual members submitting separately.  

 
 Each branch and region can send up to two people to the Stage 2 event. A formal 

invitation will follow and through which places can be booked.  
 

 Branches and regions will be responsible for their own travel and expenses, but a 
lunch will be provided at the event.   
 

 Direct enquiries that cannot be dealt with through the survey or at the event to 
campaigns@cpre.org.uk rather than to individual staff members. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:campaigns@cpre.org.uk
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3 Analysis of the Housing White Paper by National Office 

 

Structure of the analysis 

This paper outlines early assessment of the issues covered by proposals in the Housing 

White Paper.  The assessment was undertaken by relevant policy leads in the planning 

team in national office and does not represent a final statement of policy by CPRE or any 

definitive indication of how we will respond to the detailed consultation questions. 

 

It is intended to support branch and regions to take part in the consultation and to help 

construct a national office response that is as representative of the concerns of the Field 

as possible. This will follow three stages as outlined in the instructions emailed to relevant 

contacts.  

 

This paper takes each of the key proposals in the White Paper and gives a high level 

assessment of each in terms of “what we like”, “what we don’t like” and “what we’re 

unsure about”.  This is intended to inspire discussion amongst branches and regions with 

national office about the final response to the consultation and help to prioritise the 

issues that CPRE should focus on nationally. 

 

Comments on this paper are invited through an online survey, the primary objectives of 

which are to prioritise areas for action on the Housing White Paper, and to check whether 

CPRE is going in the right direction, and whether there are any issues raised by the 

Housing White Paper that have been missed or misinterpreted. 

 

This paper is structured around the Housing White Paper proposals as set out in “Steps” 1-

4 as defined on pp.18/19 of the executive summary, informed by content in both the 

directly related chapters (chapters 1-4) and the “annex”.  The relationship between 

chapters 1-4 and the structure of the annex is not direct, hence there are additional 

sections to compensate.   

 

We’ve tried to help readers navigate this by including a reference to the paragraph 

numbers in both the main chapters and the annex relevant to the proposal, and an 

indication of the relevant consultation question. 

Exclusions from scope 

This paper does not address proposals for a new methodology on calculating Objectively 

Assessed Need for housing, which we understand will shortly be issued separately from the 

Housing White Paper.   

Nor does it address the proposals for amending permitted development rights for 

agricultural buildings that were proposed in response to the Rural Planning Review, and do 

not feature in the Housing White Paper, but are included in the online response form for 

the consultation on the Housing White Paper. 
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Expected consultation on Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) 

A separate government consultation on OAN is expected to be announced shortly. We 

don’t any more information on this at the moment, but will be back in touch with you 

when the details are clearer. We will conduct an engagement process with branches and 

regions parallel to this one on the Housing White Paper more broadly.  

Using this document to take part in the Stage 1 online survey  

The questions for branches and regions to complete in the online survey are structured 

directly in relation to the analysis and structure of this report. When discussing your 

response you should refer directly to this paper.  

Branches and regions can submit to this survey until Tuesday 21st March, one week before 

the event on 29th March (Stage 2). This is to allow time to collate input and feedback to 

branches and regions at the event. There will be opportunities to submit anything extra 

after the event, and to continue to help shape the national office response through a 

second survey (Stage 3).  
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Full list of questions from Stage 1 survey (21st February – 21st March) 
 
Page 1 
 
Summary of the survey. No questions.  
 
Page 2 
 
Qu.1  What is the name of your branch or region? 

 

Qu.2 Who is the primary contact for your branch or region on the Housing White 

Paper? 

 

Qu.3  What is the email address of the primary contact? 

 
Pages 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Each of these pages is dedicated to a separate chapter of the Housing White Paper. For 

each chapter you will be asked the same question in relation to each measure the paper 

proposes. You will be asked what your response is to National Office’s analysis of each of 

those measures.   

You can refer directly to National Office’s analysis contained within this document. 

There is one page for each chapter: 

 Step 1: Planning for the right homes in the right places (Qu.5 – Qu.11) 

 Step 2: Building homes faster (Qu.12 – Qu.19) 

 Step 3: Diversifying the market (Qu.20) 

 Step 4: Helping people now (Qu.21) 

 Sustainable development and the environment (Qu.22 – Qu.26) 

For example:  

Please respond to our analysis for the measures proposed in 'Step 1: Planning for the right 

homes in the right places' in the supporting document, 'Housing White Paper: CPRE 

branches and regions engagement’. 

 

Do you agree with our analysis? Have we missed anything? Do you have anything to add?  

 

Any additional comments can be made at the end of the survey. 

 
4. Making sure every part of the country has an up-to-date, sufficiently ambitious plan so 

that local communities decide where development should go. (Sections: 1.16-1.7; A.7-

A.13; Q1-2) 

 

 

Insert your answers here 
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Page 8 

Qu.27  What are the most important or urgent aspects of the paper to you as a 

branch or region? Please note a maximum of five areas.  

 

Qu.28  Is your branch or region conducting research or analysis relating to specific 

aspects of the paper, or do you have any campaign actions or meetings 

planned? Please give an outline. 

 

Qu.29 Are there any specific areas in the Housing White Paper where you have a 

strong local case study? Please note briefly and we can request further 

information once we have gathered initial responses.  

 

Qu.30  Do you have any final comments? 

 

Page 9 

Thank you.  

Completing the survey 

You can type freehand into the boxes if you wish or pre-type them in a Word document to 

be copied and pasted into the online survey. The benefit of the latter is that you can use 

this document to share amongst your branch or region colleagues for review, before you 

submit to the survey.  

 

 

The following section is detailed analysis of measures contained in 

the Housing White Paper and that you should use as the basis for 

your response to the Stage 1 online survey. 
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5 Analysis of the Housing White Paper by National Office 

 

Step 1: Planning for the right homes in the right places 

Making sure every part of the country has an up-to-date, sufficiently 

ambitious plan so that local communities decide where development should 

go. (Sections: 1.16-1.7; A.7-A.13; Q1-2) 

 

What we like:  

 The ambition to secure full development plan coverage. 

 A Statement of Common Ground with neighbouring local authorities may strengthen 

joint working. 

 

What we don’t like:  

 ‘Up to date’ could potentially cause serious problems for protection of the Green 

Belt and other areas of countryside if the policy interpretation of it forces local 

authorities to constantly review or neglect protective policies in their plans, a 

major problem with the current system.  

 Green Belt and other protective policies should not come up for review every 5 

years. The White Paper does not provide the same clarity on this point that we had 

in former policy. (See PPG12 in the early 2000s.)  

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 What does ‘up to date’ mean, especially in terms of housing land supply?  Will 

definition of ‘up-to-date’ continue to relate to arbitrary timescales and housing 

delivery performance, or can it be focused on compliance with wider policy? 

 Will it be made clearer that countryside protection policies intended to be long-

term, in particular Green Belt and AONB, should not be reviewed every five years? 

 What does ‘sufficiently ambitious’ mean?  

 

(These will depend heavily on the Government’s proposed new method for calculating 

housing need, see the ‘honest assessment’ section below. A major problem since the NPPF 

came into force in 2012 has been the setting of housing targets that are unrealistically 

ambitious, leading to unnecessary blight or loss of countryside.)  

 

Simplifying plan-making and making it more transparent, so it’s easier for 

communities to produce plans and easier for developers to follow them. 

(Sections: 1.10-1.11; A.14-A.20; Q1-2) 

 

What we like:  

 We support this proposal overall. 

 We agree that more flexibility on the form of Local Plans should help make them 

easier to produce. 

 Improving the use of digital tools – this will help public responses to draft plans and 

also help CPRE analyse adopted plans when researching campaigns. 
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What we don’t like:  

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 Will the proposed relaxation of the requirement to produce an ‘appropriate strategy’ 

lead to development plans that are less informed by critical findings in a Sustainability 

Appraisal? 

 

Ensuring that plans start from an honest assessment of the need for new 

homes, and that local authorities work with their neighbours, so that difficult 

decisions are not ducked. (Sections: 1.12-1.16; A.21-A.24, Q3) 

 

What we like:  

 The principle of a standardised approach for assessing housing need, as this could 

reduce the scope for developers to bully local authorities at Local Plan examinations. 

 Consistency with the Government’s Industrial Strategy is promising, as this suggests 

that there could be more encouragement to develop in neglected areas of the Midlands 

and North with plenty of brownfield land, and less pressure on the overheating South 

East. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 It should not be left up to individual planning inspectors to make major policy 

decisions on whether local authorities can deviate from the national methodology. 

There should be clear policy exemptions to cover areas that would be (i) 

environmentally constrained from planning for major housing growth or (ii) able to 

plan for higher levels of housing growth on areas of suitable brownfield land. 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 Will the presence of large areas of protected or otherwise valuable countryside 

constitute a ‘reasonable justification’ for departing from the standard methodology for 

calculating housing need? 

 

Clarifying what land is available for new housing, through greater 

transparency over who owns land and the options held on it. (Sections: 1.17-

1.21; A.25-A.35) 

 

What we like:  

 We support this proposal overall, in particular the statements that information should 

be comprehensive and transparent.  

 The apparent guarantee that Land Registry data on land ownership will be made 

available free of charge (A.35) 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 
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What we’re unsure about: 

 Will sufficient Land Registry information will be made available to aid work on 

neighbourhood plans? 

 

Making more land available for homes in the right places, by maximising the 

contribution from brownfield and surplus public land, regenerating estates, 

releasing more small and medium-sized sites, allowing rural communities to 

grow and making it easier to build new settlements.(Sections: 1.22-1.36; A.36-

A.58, Q4-9) 

 

What we like: 

 Extending the flexibility of public authorities to dispose of land at less than best 

consideration. This could encourage innovative good quality development that CPRE 

has highlighted in our Housing Foresight reports, such as Community Land Trusts 

and/or custom build schemes. 

 The continued exclusion of Green Belt and other biodiversity, heritage and landscape 

designations from the NPPF sustainable development presumption, and the addition of 

ancient woodland to this list. 

 We are supportive of estate regeneration when it is done well. National policy should 

focus on increasing densities where possible but also environmental benefits such as 

the chance to incorporate green infrastructure, such as trees, and enhance local green 

space. The regeneration of estates must also be carried out with local communities in 

mind and must not price current residents out of their homes and business out of their 

premises – these have been problems in at least some cases.  

 A presumption in favour of development on ‘suitable’ brownfield land within 

settlements could lead to more smaller brownfield sites coming forward (see 

http://www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_20

17_Web.pdfhttp://www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME

_Report_2017_Web.pdf%20), and could reduce the potential for unsuitable brownfield 

sites of high environmental value or in remote locations. 

 Give much stronger support to sites that provide affordable homes for local people 

 Encouragement for land pooling could support more ambitious redevelopments of 

brownfield land in town centres than currently  

 Encouragement to sub-divide large sites and use design codes: these could help 

improve both the quality and quantity of housebuilding, and reduce the stranglehold of 

the big plc housebuilders on land supply. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Local authorities may be burdened to produce a weight of evidence to show that 

policies such as Green Belt provide a “strong” reason for development to be restricted, 

or to show that Green Belt boundary alterations are not needed.  

 The policies on brownfield do not go far enough towards the ‘brownfield first’ 

sequential approach to new housing development that CPRE would like to see. (See 

also the section on Green Belt below.) 

 Requiring 10% of all allocated residential sites to be under half a hectare, and giving 

great weight to using small undeveloped sites within settlements for homes could 

http://www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdfhttp:/www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdf
http://www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdfhttp:/www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdf
http://www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdfhttp:/www.hbf.co.uk/fileadmin/documents/Policy/Publications/HBF_SME_Report_2017_Web.pdf
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increase the attraction of such sites to land speculators, thereby reducing the scope 

for affordable housing rural exception development to come forward on them. 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 Will local authorities be put under pressure to release much more land for 

development as a result of the proposed ‘strategy to maximise the use of suitable 

land?’ This proposal is unclear and could help focus attention on brownfield sites 

and/or less wasteful residential densities than currently, but it also looks similar to the 

Local Plan Expert Group’s recommendation for an assessment of environmental (read 

development) capacity – if so it could be very concerning. 

 It is unclear whether the revised text of the sustainable development presumption 

(Box 2, page 79) represents a strengthening or a weakening with regard to plan-making 

in cases where Green Belt and other environmental protections are relevant. Will local 

authorities be burdened to produce a weight of evidence to show that policies such as 

Green Belt provide a strong reason for development to be restricted, or to show that 

Green Belt boundary alterations are not needed?  

 Will local authorities be able to set higher windfall allowances as a result of both the 

(i) new presumption in favour of brownfield and (ii) new policies on supporting small 

windfall sites, thereby reducing the pressure on greenfield land? 

 Is it reasonable to assume that development of small sites in settlements within 

designated Green Belt (so-called ‘washed-over’ settlements) will never damage the 

openness of the Green Belt?  Or is it an acceptable risk in order to take pressure off 

greenfield development? 

 Will the Government do more to address the potential contradiction between a more 

permissive approach to small sites and giving stronger support to sites that provide 

affordable homes for local people, which are usually small sites where there is no 

expectation of achieving full market returns? 

 Will “locally accountable New Town Development Corporations” deliver new housing of 

high environmental performance and focus on areas with good public transport, in 

particular, rail links?  

 Will “locally accountable New Town Development Corporations” be able to use land 

value capture mechanisms for the benefit of the local area? 

 If “pink zones” to help bring forward large scale development are introduced, will it 

be made clear that they should be plan-led and have the support of local communities? 

 

Maintaining existing strong protections for the Green Belt, and clarifying that 

Green Belt boundaries should be amended only in exceptional circumstances 

when local authorities can demonstrate that they have fully examined all 

other reasonable options for meeting their identified housing requirements. 

(Sections: 1.37-1.40; A.59A.64; Q10-11) 

 

What we like: 

 The restatement of the Conservative manifesto commitments to protecting the 

Green Belt and to leaving the natural environment better than we found it. 

 The statements that:  
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o Green Belts should continue to be altered only in ‘exceptional 

circumstances’  

o there should be a high bar for altering Green Belt boundaries,  

o all reasonable options should be fully considered before changing 

boundaries,  

o when carrying out reviews, brownfield sites in the Green Belt should be 

looked at first, and  

o greater transparency about when alterations happen. 

 

What we don’t like:  

 The proposed ‘exceptional circumstances’ tests (para 1.39) are not comprehensive 

enough and as they stand could make it easier to permit harmful development in 

the Green Belt. As per the Calverton High Court judgement and the related ‘very 

special circumstances’ test, there should also be a specific assessment of Green 

Belt harm (in terms of stopping sprawl, preventing coalescence and countryside 

encroachment, and safeguarding the setting of historic towns) and the scope for 

mitigating or reducing this. Without an assessment of Green Belt harm there is no 

ability to judge what needs to be done to offset the impact (as proposed in 

paragraph 1.39) if mitigation or reduction is not possible 

 The proposed ‘exceptional circumstances’ test gives no guidance on preventing 

large scale or cumulative Green Belt erosion through the amount or extent of 

boundary changes made 

 Favouring the release of Green Belt land around ‘transport hubs’ could lead to the 

loss of land that is particularly important in terms of Green Belt purposes, and/or 

for public access to the countryside; and could also encourage dormitory suburb 

development which would be better placed firmly within urban areas 

 The proposed test needs to require local authorities to actively pursue more 

sustainable alternatives to Green Belt release, not merely ‘examine’ them. In 

particular, the test should also include a firm requirement for brownfield sites in 

urban areas within and beyond the Green Belt to be prioritised for development 

over undeveloped Green Belt land, as part of the proposed ‘effective use’. 

 The existing requirement for Green Belts to be permanent, lasting beyond the life 

of a Local Plan, could be seriously undermined by proposals elsewhere in the White 

Paper to require plans to be prepared and then reviewed every five years. It needs 

to be made clearer that Green Belt boundaries should last for more than 15 years 

and generally not be reviewed every time a Local Plan is being reviewed.   

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 If ‘identified development requirements’ remain as unrealistically high and inflated 

as they have done in most cases since 2012, there will continue to be increased 

pressure for Green Belt boundary reviews to accommodate housing development. 

Again, much depends on the Government’s proposed new method for assessing 

housing need. 

 Allowing neighbourhood plans to alter Green Belt boundaries. Where possible, 

neighbourhood planning bodies should be expected to pursue the least harmful 

option in terms of Green Belt purposes. The principle of first identifying the 
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principle of boundary change in a strategic development plan is an established and 

critical safeguard. 

 

Giving communities a stronger voice in the design of new housing to drive up 

the quality and character of new development, building on the success of 

neighbourhood planning. (Sections: 1.41-1.50; A.65, Q12) 

 

What we like: 

 All the proposals on design (local policies on design expectations, pre-application 

discussions, and a widely accepted standard) set out here 

 

What we don’t like: 

 This section poses no real issues for CPRE 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 Concerns regarding local planning authorities providing neighbourhood planning 

groups with a housing requirement figure where sought. The overall proposal 

appears sensible in terms of getting neighbourhood plans to fit into a wider 

picture. But it could be misused by some local authorities who are unsupportive of 

neighbourhood planning and therefore might be tempted to provide a completely 

unattainable requirement. 

 

Making better use of land for housing by encouraging higher densities, where 

appropriate, such as in urban locations where there is high housing demand; 

and by reviewing space standards. (Sections: 1.51-1.55, A.66-A.70; Q13-14) 

 

What we like: 

 We can strongly support most of the proposals here on efficient use of land; higher 

densities in urban locations; character accessibility and infrastructure capacity.  

 

What we don’t like: 

 This section poses no real issues for CPRE 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 A flexible approach to policies and guidance that might inhibit higher density 

development: this could lead to poorly designed new developments and a lack of 

new open space provision. Similarly, relaxing of daylight rules (para A.69) could 

also lead to damage to conservation areas and a backlash against urban 

intensification in the longer term. 

 The review of the Nationally Described Space Standard could result in weakened 

internal space standards in new housing and thereafter more poor quality, cramped 

urban development of the kind often seen in city centres during the 2000s. Housing 

with generous internal space reduces the need for people to move to more land 

hungry houses occupying a larger overall curtilage as they grow older. 
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Step 2: Building homes faster 

Providing greater certainty for authorities that have planned for new homes 

and reducing the scope for local and neighbourhood plans to be undermined by 

changing the way that land supply for housing is assessed. (Sections: 2.7-2.12; 

A.75-A.85; Q16-17) 

 

What we like: 

 Fixing 5-year housing land supply assessments for a year will reduce opportunity for 

developers to challenge supply with every planning appeal, but does put pressure 

on councils to get 5YHLS calculations right in their annual monitoring. 

 Hint that neighbourhood plans at least should take account of historic build out 

rates. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Making this idea dependent on councils increasing their housing target by an 

arbitrary 10%, which would not take account of opportunities for or constraints on 

development site availability. 

 The complexity of the relationship between neighbourhood plan areas that are 

planning responsibly to meet local housing need and the wider area where 5YHLS 

may not be being met, especially the arbitrary thresholds for the new policy to 

apply (in combination with the  12 December 2016 Ministerial Statement). 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 Does the 5YHLS being fixed for a year mean that, if a shortfall has been identified, 

and a new site is identified that addresses the shortfall, the 5YHLS remains fixed, 

meaning it is still open season for speculative applications? 

 Clearly it is better to have all the discussions at one time in the context of all 

available information rather than the current scattergun approach, but how will 

agreement be reached between councils and developers on 5YHLS, and how will 

the Planning Inspectorate will arbitrate?  Would it be better to have unequivocal 

guidelines on how 5YHLS should be calculated in the context of the new 

transparency from developers on anticipated delivery rates?  (See also below.) 

 

Boosting local authority capacity and capability to deliver, improving the 

speed and quality with which planning cases are handled, while deterring 

unnecessary appeals. (Sections: 2.13-2.17; Q18) 

 

What we like: 

 Recognition of the need to increase resources for local authority planning 

departments, including the raising of planning application fees. 

 The consideration being given to charging for planning appeals (which is not to say 

we necessarily agree that is the best solution). 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Linking increased resources to successful housing delivery, which could have 

unintended consequences in terms of reducing quality of decision making, and fails 

https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2016-12-12/HCWS346/
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to recognise the additional burdens placed on councils who are faithfully working 

to implement policies of the NPPF that indicate restraint of development. 

 

We’re unsure about:  

 Will the measures proposed be sufficient, given the additional responsibility for 

councils to go beyond just identifying sites and granting permission, but also 

promote, manage and enforce delivery, especially in the context of higher 

expectations of local plan production and review? 

 

Ensuring infrastructure is provided in the right place at the right time by 

coordinating Government investment and through the targeting of the £2.3bn 

Housing Infrastructure Fund. (Sections: 2.18-2.22; A.87-A.93; Q19-20) 

 

What we like: 

 Attention being given to ensuring that housing growth is matched by appropriate 

infrastructure. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Targeting infrastructure funding to areas of greatest housing need (where need is, 

in the government’s view, the same as demand), which could feed a vicious cycle 

of growth.  Areas with the highest housing demand will probably have the greatest 

opportunity to fund infrastructure through land value capture, CIL or section 106.  

Infrastructure funding should be targeted where it will have the most benefits in 

unblocking difficult or stalled developments where growth is need for economic 

development purposes. 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 What planning policies does the government expect hard-pressed councils to put in 

place in their local plans to promote digital infrastructure when most digital 

infrastructure already benefits from permitted development rights or highly 

permissive national planning policies? 

 

Securing timely connections to utilities so that this does not hold up getting 

homes built. (Sections: 2.23-2.24; not in Annex) 

 

What we like: 

 Attention being given to ensuring that housing growth is aligned with the delivery 

of utilities infrastructure. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 Possibly not a CPRE priority, but how does government expect that utilities will be 

obliged to take account of proposed development in areas where they are 
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strategically overstretched?  Where will the investment come from (to say nothing 

of where the water will come from and the waste will go)? 

 

Supporting developers to build out more quickly by tackling unnecessary 

delays caused by planning conditions, facilitating the strategic licensing of 

protected species and exploring a new approach to how developers contribute 

to infrastructure.  (Sections: 2.25-2.30; not in Annex) 

 

What we like: 

 Addressing unnecessary delays in the planning system. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Rhetoric that suggests important protections will be reduced. 

 The implication that the responsibility for ensuring a site is free from wildlife or 

heritage constraints should be transferred from the landowner/developer to the 

local authority (the Woking system), other than where the local authority is 

promoting the site’s development.  If an applicant has done their homework 

properly, they should know before investing in a site what the constraints affecting 

the site are; if they haven’t done this work before submitting a planning 

application, they should expect their proposal to be subject to delay while 

someone else does their homework for them. 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 [Nothing yet.] 

 

Taking steps to address skills shortages by growing the construction 

workforce. (Sections: 2.31-2.34; not in Annex.) 

 

What we like: 

 Attention being paid to addressing skills shortages in construction.  CPRE has no 

particular expertise in how this should be achieved. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 [Nothing yet.] 

 

Holding developers to account for the delivery of new homes through better 

and more transparent data and sharper tools to drive up delivery (Sections: 

2.35-2.46; A.94-A.108; Q22-27) 

 

What we like: 

 The principle of holding developers to account for their slow delivery of homes. 

 Increasing transparency and quality of data around the timing and pace of delivery 

of new homes. 
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 Encouragement for the use of, and improvement of, CPO powers for local 

authorities to acquire slow or stalled sites and manage their delivery, although CPO 

remains a difficult process, despite attempts to streamline, that remains 

unattractive to councils as they do not have the resources or skills. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 While superficially attractive, the idea of empowering councils to refuse permission 

where a developer has a poor delivery record will risk undermining the delivery of 

development on brownfield sites and sites agreed for development in local or 

neighbourhood plans, meaning that councils will have to identify new (most likely 

greenfield) sites for development to replace these, or risk losing control over 

development in their areas; in addition this proposal will probably unworkable or 

ineffective in practice because it will be hard to demonstrate a poor delivery 

record, and because planning permission is attached to the land not the applicant, 

so consented sites could still be traded. 

 Shortening time limits for starting development from 3 to 2 years before planning 

permission lapses will again risk undermining the delivery of development on 

brownfield sites and sites agreed for development in local or neighbourhood plans, 

meaning that councils will have to identify new (most likely greenfield) sites for 

development to replace these, or risk losing control over development in their 

areas. 

 The proposal to streamline completion notices similarly risks undermining the 

delivery of development on brownfield sites and sites agreed for development in 

local or neighbourhood plans, meaning that councils will have to identify new 

(most likely greenfield) sites for development to replace these, or risk losing 

control over development in their areas; in addition, terminating a planning 

permission when a development stalls will result in our towns and countryside 

being blighted with half-finished construction sites. 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 Will councils be empowered to reduce their housing targets if the increased 

transparency on timing and pace of housing delivery reveals that development 

aspirations are unrealistic? 

 Will councils have the skills and capacity to hold developers to account, especially 

if increased resourcing for councils is restricted to those where delivery is already 

increased? 

 

Holding local authorities to account through a new housing delivery test. 

(Sections: 2.47-2.52; A.109-A.116; Q28-30) 

 

What we like: 

 The apparent move away from the current system of declaring a whole local plan 

to be out-of-date as soon as housing delivery falls slightly below target. 

 Normalising assessments of housing delivery by using a three-year rolling average of 

completions, with councils being expected to demonstrate that action is being 

taken if delivery dips below a certain percentage of target. 
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What we don’t like: 

 The complexity and arbitrary nature of thresholds and timescales applied to the 

implementation of this test, as well as the addition of a further arbitrary punitive 

uplift on housing targets. 

 The continued focus on punishing communities for housebuilders’ failure to do 

what housebuilders claim they want to do, i.e. build more houses; and the 

continued failure to recognise that housebuilders not building enough houses 

should be taken as a market signal indicating that fewer houses need to be built. 

 

What we’re unsure about:  

 Will councils be empowered to reduce their housing targets if developers’ 

performance in response to councils’ actions in managing increased deliver 

demonstrate that development aspirations are unrealistic? 
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Step 3: Diversifying the market 
This entire section is excluded from consultation questions in the Housing White Paper 

annex, suggesting that much of the content of this section is part of existing policies or 

programmes.  It is expected that this section will not be a significant focus for CPRE’s 

response on the Housing White Paper.  Hence, we have consolidated our responses on the 

whole section as follows. 

 

Diversifying the market – whole of chapter 3. (Sections: 3.1-3.40; not in Annex; 

no Qs.) 

 

What we like: 

 The decision not to introduce a ‘small sites register’ – while we agree with 

encouraging the identification of small sites through local and neighbourhood plans 

and the brownfield registers, we do not think that it is appropriate to have a 

register that could result in permission in principle on small greenfield sites. 

 Recognition that diversifying the range of organisations involved in housing delivery 

will reduce the stranglehold of the big housebuilders. 

 Support for housing associations and local authorities to deliver affordable housing. 

 Financial support to help SME builders will facilitate more responsive local 

developments. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure about: 

 Will facilitation of particular modes of delivering homes, including modern methods 

of construction, ensure that locally distinctive development is encouraged, 

especially in sensitive landscapes and heritage settings? 
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Step 4: Helping people now 
Much (but not all) of this section is excluded from consultation questions in the Housing 

White Paper annex, suggesting that much of the content of this section is part of existing 

policies or programmes.  Many parts of this section are tangential to CPRE’s main 

objectives, and may not be a significant focus for CPRE’s response on the Housing White 

Paper; nonetheless questions around the affordability of housing are of significance to our 

case for realistic targets to meet genuine housing need.  Hence, we have consolidated our 

responses on the whole section as follows. 

 

Helping people now whole of chapter 4 

(Sections: 4.1-4.53; A.118-A.131; Q.31-33) 

 

What we like:  

 Measures that are genuinely able to support more people to meet the financial 

costs of home ownership and make that first step onto the housing ladder.  

 Greater attention to the private rented sector: affordable housing in rural areas is 

in shorter supply than urban locations, and by a considerable margin. More 

affordable rented homes in rural communities are needed and rural landowners 

have a role to play in bringing forward this form of development directly.  

 The intention to increase the delivery of affordable homes for rent and, shared 

ownership and rent to buy.  

 The banning of letting agent fees to tenants, action on unscrupulous landlords and 

greater assurance of tenancy on new build rental homes. 

 Commitments to ending the abuse of leasehold arrangements. 

 Funding for communities affected by second home ownership. 

 Commitments to tackling empty homes and to making better use of existing 

housing stock. 

 Proposal to produce guidance for local authorities on how their local planning 

should meet the needs of older and disabled people, and  the commitment to 

improve the evidence base on how to deliver the best housing options for older 

people. 

 Intention to increase the supply of supported housing.  

 Intention to improve the legislation surrounding homelessness. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 Extending the (voluntary) Right to Buy policy to housing associations will discourage 

rural landowners from providing sites for rural affordable housing - due to concerns 

over perpetuity. Additionally, replacing rural housing stock will be more 

challenging in rural areas compared to urban areas.  

 

What we’re unsure about 

 Permitting starter homes to be developed on rural exception sites raises 

uncertainties. For rural exception sites to function there needs to be perpetuity 

arrangements that allow for low land costs, which this move could potentially 

undermine. As stated in our response to the NPPF Consultation which we published 

in February 2016, the provision of starter homes in rural areas should not ‘crowd-

file:///C:/Users/TrinleyW/Downloads/cpre-consultation-response-nppf-proposed-changes%20(17).pdf
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out’ other forms of affordable housing which will have perpetuity arrangements in 

place.  

 Allowing the development of starter homes on brownfield land in the Green Belt 

also raises concerns. Our current GB policy includes flexibility for reasonable 

development on brownfield sites within the green belt. This proposal would need 

to adhere to the same criteria set out for such development, and be able to 

demonstrate that there is sufficient infrastructure in place to support the 

development etc. 

 Acting to offset second home ownership relates to broader questions of need and 

demand that we hope the OAN consultation will address. 

 The funding arrangements and the interaction with the Government’s plans for 

social rent need to be outlined more fully. 
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Sustainable development and the environment 

 

Sustainable development 

(Sections: A.132-A.134; Q.34) 

 

What we like: 

 Government will make it clearer in the NPPF that sustainable development is the 

fundamental principle that underpins the planning system.  

 

What we don’t like: 

 National policy re-affirms that it is not required to provide an assessment of 

whether a proposal is sustainable before applying the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development. 

 

What we’re unsure of: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

Meeting the challenge of climate change 

(Sections: A.135-A.136; Q.35) 

 

What we like: 

 Rising temperatures will now be part of the list of climate change factors set out in 

the NPPF itself (rather than just in the glossary). 

 Local authorities need to consider climate change impacts on the community as a 

whole (not just those of individual developments). 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure of: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

Flood risk 

(Sections: A.137-A.139; Q.36) 

 

We like: 

 Recognition that in areas susceptible to flooding, even small alterations can affect 

flood risk within or beyond the site. 

 Address cumulative flood risks from the combined impacts of a number of new but 

separate developments. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 
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What we’re unsure of: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

Noise and other impacts on new developments 

(Sections: A.140-141; Q.37) 

 

What we like:  

 Changes to the NPPF to emphasise that planning policy decisions should mitigate 

the noise impact and other potential nuisances arising from existing development 

located nearby new development. 

 

What we don’t like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure of: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

Onshore wind energy 

(Sections: A.142-A.144; Q.38) 

 

What we like: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

What we’re unsure of: 

 [Nothing as yet.] 

 

We are unsure of: 

 Whether the proposed amendment for wind energy development applications 

outside of suitable areas identified in plans to not require meeting the criteria used 

in identifying suitable sites, will signify that the controls that locals have on the 

location of onshore wind farms will be lessened? 

 Clarify the meaning of community consent for onshore wind in A.143. 

 Is the proposal to not include a transitional period also to apply to wind planning 

applications that have already been submitted? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


